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The high flux of energetic metal ions in high power impulse magnetron

sputtering (HiPIMS) is generally seen as the main cause of the higher density

compared to films deposited by dc magnetron sputtering (dcMS) [1]. Ion

peening is also known to induce compressive stresses by creation of point

defects in the film [2]. In this study we investigate the stress development

and final stress state in Mo thin films. These films were deposited onto

electrically floating Si(100) substrates covered by a native oxide at different

pulse powers and working pressures. The film stresses were measured by in

situ wafer curvature (using an optical multiple beam setup) and ex situ by

x-ray diffraction (XRD) using the sin

2

y method adapted for textured layers.

Time and energy resolved mass spectrometry was performed to study the

deposition flux for the different deposition conditions, while the film density

and surface roughness was measured by x-ray reflectometry (XRR).

It is found that an increase of the pulse power and/or a decrease of the

working pressure lead to film densification and a change from a tensile to a

compressive stress state in the films. These results are explained in light of

the energetic bombardment that the growing film experiences at the various

deposition conditions and open a route for stress tailoring and deposition of

stress-free films by proper selection of deposition parameters. The

combination of in situ stress measurements and ex situ XRD analysis reveals

only very small differences between the stress-free film and the bulk lattice

constant. The latter is indicative of a low point defect density. Based on this

finding, we suggest that, unlike to other energetic film deposition techniques

[3], compressive stress generation in HiPIMS is caused by incorporation of

atoms in the grain boundaries and not by implantation of energetic Ar

+

 ions

and generation of self-interstitials.
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